








A01. The Packaging of the e-bike A02. Remove the packing EPE pearl cotton

A03. The arch of the fork should be facing forward A04. Turn the stem forward ( do not turn the
whole fork )



A05. The correct direction the stem should be
facing

A06. Remove the 4 bolts

A07. The correct orientation of the handlebar A08. Fit the stem and handlebar together



A09. Tighten the 4 bolts to fix handlebar A10. Turn the 2 bolts on both sides to tighten the
stem

A11. Tighten the top bolt A12. Ready to install the front wheel



A13. Remove the fork spacer. (it protects the fork
from crushing and deformation during shipping , it
is not a part of the bike )

A14. Turn the bike upside down( put some pearl
cotton under handlebar )

A15. Put the front wheel on the fork A16. Fork dropouts hold the tips of the hub axle



A17. Fix the spacers and nuts on both sides of the hub axle

A18. Tighten the nuts on both sides, and then turn
the bike over again to let the wheel on the ground

A19. Open the lever and turn the nut to loose
the seat post clamp



A20. Insert the seat post into the seat tube A21. Tighten the saddle

A22. The short one is front fender, the longer one
is rear fender

A23. Use the bolt to join the headlight, fork arch
and fender



A24. details of the bolt that join headlight and
fender together

A25. The headlight and fender are fixed on the
fork arch

A26. Ready to install rear fender A27. The correct placement method of rear
fender



A28. Fix rear fender to the frame with bolt and nut A29. Ready to install the rear rack

A30. The two holes on the upper part of the seat
stay

A31. The rear rack may need to be adjusted with
sharp-nose pliers



A32. Adjust the angles of the rack sticks with sharp-nose pliers

A33. Tighten the 2 upper bolts on both sides A34. Tighten the 2 lower bolts on both sides



A35. Turn spanner counter-clockwise to fix the pedal L on the left side

A36. Turn the spanner clockwise to fix the pedal R on the right side



A37. Put the battery on the battery base

A38. Push the battery downward to install it tightly



A39. Turn the key to lock the battery A40. Side view of the e-bike

A41. Turn the key on the handlebar first and then
press button M for 3 seconds on the display to turn
on power.

A42. Press + or - can change speed grade .
Twist throttle to enjoy the fun of riding .



Tips: Full Electric Mode (i.e. using throttle only) is for flat roads.

Do not use Full Electric Mode on slopes or rough roads or beaches,

otherwise excessive resistance will cause the motor or controller

damage. If the road condition is unsuitable or too rough, please use

PAS (Pedal Assist System) mode. PAS is when you use your feet to pedal

in order to help the motor overcome resistance.






